Abstract. The Sisyphus-I initiative consists of a constraint satisfaction problem in which a group of people in a research environment must be allocated rooms. Numerous constraints are detailed by the problem description which together impose a partial ordering on any solution. A solution to Sisyphus-I is presented in order to illustrate pCG, a CG-oriented programming language which embodies Mineau's (1998) state-transition based process mechanism. We consider pCG to be an experimental language and believe that feedback from the CG community would be useful at this stage of development. A non-trivial application with which the community is already familiar is an effective means by which to accomplish this. The solution involves automatic extraction of most of the information required to represent the problem from the Sisyphus-I web page, and a pCG program which produces suitable room allocations via a process. The means by which the presented solution could be further constrained to increase its robustness is briefly discussed, as is the likely future development of pCG.
Sisyphus-I
Sisyphus-I was used at ICCS'99 as an example of a non-trivial problem that could be represented using conceptual graphs (CGs) [9] . In this paper, we show a solution to the problem using Mineau's process mechanism [3] , [13] . The problem statement [9] calls for "…traces of the problem-solving processes...This means that…we want descriptions of operational problem solvers."
The Sisyphus-I room allocation problem is a constraint satisfaction problem in which a group of people in a research department each with particular needs must be allocated rooms. It is a means by which to test knowledge acquisition and reasoning strategies. Numerous constraints are detailed by the problem description and are intended to impose a partial ordering on any solution. One constraint is that the head of the YQT research department must be allocated alone to a large room. Another is that smokers and nonsmokers may not share rooms. Yet another is that researchers should share rooms with people from different projects to prevent insularity. There are two slightly different problem statements given in [9] . The difference between them is that Katharina, the head of a project and a smoker is replaced by Christian, a researcher and smoker. Katharina is immediately eligible for a single room by virtue of her lofty status as a project lead. However, Christian ought to share a room with another person due to his more lowly status, unless doing so would place him with a non-smoker, or unless there are only single rooms remaining.
Many techniques were used in the 1999 solutions of the original Sisyphus-I initiative. Agents were used to represent the knowledge in [19] while other authors used a rule base, either for the meta-knowledge [5] and [1] or for the domain facts [12] . Mineau's solution in [15] was to represent the constraints and goals on graphs, and then use subsumption to compare graphs and find falsehoods, which represent invalid states. A similar method for finding invalid states, using projection, was employed by [1] .
While our solution, on the surface, seems only to represent yet another rule-based solution, the rules are represented by dynamic CGs with processes. The significance of our solution is that the graphs are used to represent both the declarative facts of the current context and the process knowledge of the domain. Projection is the basis for graph matching in the solution presented here, with type subsumption employed in one of the rules, and restriction on concepts used extensively elsewhere in the process definition. Matched graphs representing rooms and people are retracted from a knowledge base (KB) as constraints are satisfied, with room allocation graphs being asserted into the KB. The frame problem 1 [18] is avoided since graphs are retracted, not negated, decreasing the burden for future KB searches.
Processes
Mineau proposed the notion of processes to overcome the fact that Conceptual Structures Theory (CST) does not cater for the dynamic retraction and assertion of graphs in a CGbased KB [13] . Mineau's processes are one kind of executable conceptual graph formalism. Other work has been carried out in this domain by the CG community, for example [2] , [4] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [10] , [11] , [16] , [17] . Some authors have focussed upon the execution of a graph by special status being given to particular nodes, while others have taken a state transition approach, or both. Some mechanisms manipulate only concept referents, while others utilise concepts or graphs.
A number of authors use the term process either to describe what their formalism is simulating, or in the case of [13] , as the name of a formalism. In [18] Sowa remarks that processes can be classified as continuous and discrete. An example of the former is a physical process such as the world weather system. Continuous processes are best simulated on analog computers, although they can be approximated by sufficiently finegrained discrete processes. A discrete process consists of a series of events and states over time, which is the kind of process that is catered for by Mineau's formalism.
A recurring theme is the apparent utility of state transition based systems, of which [13] is an example. Some authors use state-based systems to solve particular problems, such as [2] , [11] , and [16] . Sowa remarks that State Transition Diagrams are a common way of representing discrete processes. Sowa discusses Petri nets as a powerful and generic state transition mechanism. [18] Mineau suggests that actors and demons are specialisations of processes [13] . Actors take concepts of a predetermined type as input and yield a specialisation (by referent) of a predetermined concept type as output, by means of some computation based upon the input concept referent [17] . Demons consume input concepts and assert other concepts as output [6] . Processes generalise demons by taking CGs as input and asserting or retracting CGs as the result of their processing. The relationship is not really this simple however since, for example, Mineau's 1998 factorial example uses actors within preconditions. So, on the one hand we have the suggestion that there exists a 1 Increasingly more is asserted about what is not the case, eg that a room is no longer vacant. generalisation hierarchy between actors, demons and processes, ie actor < demon < process. On the other hand, there is at least one example of a process using an actor as part of its definition, essentially a uses or has-a relationship. It is arguable that without actors, process preconditions of even moderate complexity would not be possible since arbitrary referent values could not be easily computed or manipulated. A concept is a singleton graph, so a case can be made for a process being a generalisation of a demon as Mineau has suggested, especially since assertion and retraction is the primary mechanism for both.
Mineau's claim is that his process formalism minimally extends CST. Essentially, [13] calls for the following: CGs are grouped into rules consisting of pre and post conditions, an attempt is made to specialise a rule's preconditions to graphs in a KB, and if this succeeds, the KB is updated using post-condition graphs. This is repeated as many times as there are precondition matches. The first rule's preconditions and the final rule's postconditions may be added to via parameters.
Lukose describes Executable Conceptual Structures (ECS) in [10] , an executable conceptual modelling language. Components of the system include: concept types (differentia graphs defined in terms of a lambda expression); actor types (scripts with a main method); precondition and post-condition graph lists; lists of graphs to be deleted; a notion of short and long term working memories. ECS also provides special concepts representing predicates (eg [LTEQ] ) and statements (eg [ASSERT]), along with constructs to express temporal relationships, and others to package problem solutions. When taken together, complex systems can be built for problem solving. A complete description of ECS cannot be provided here. What can be said however is that ECS provides a similar capability to Mineau's process formalism, at the expense of a greater number of parts.
Cyre asks the question: given an arbitrary CG, what would be required to execute it? He points out that complex, possibly hierarchical graphs may be difficult to reason about, so may require simulation to understand, and believes that simulation can be useful for predicting the consequences of behaviour described by a CG. A ball-throwing example is given in [4] involving a CG containing a Throw action concept. Cyre laments that most researchers have extended CST with special nodes (eg actors or demons), and suggests that instead, Throw be associated with some procedure which "knows" what kinds of concepts it can work with, and how Throw affects them. Here, concepts rather than relations are being used as the active elements in a graph. What this amounts to, however, is that certain types must be marked as having special roles by some interpreting system, instead of explicitly using actor nodes. Moreover, special relations are added to express inclusive and exclusive logical disjunction [4] .
These and other executable CG mechanisms are reviewed in detail in [3] . Mineau's executable CG mechanism strikes a balance between simplicity and expressive power. Correspondence with Mineau at the time [3] was embarked upon confirmed that there had been no implementation of the process mechanism, "…only a theory which needs to be refined, implemented and applied." 2 That is exactly what the work described herein entails. A major motivation for any implementation of the process mechanism is to determine whether it works, and if so, in what ways it requires improvement.
The pCG Language
We believe that someone wishing to use processes should be able to do so by expressing them directly in a suitable source language, so as to be able to work closely with the fundamental entities. Mineau provides the beginnings of such a language in [13] , and that paper's stated long term goal of the development of a Conceptual Programming Environment (CPE) combining logic and imperative programming suggests a direction. Such a language would also provide a means to embody the process engine. An alternative is to develop an Application Programming Interface (API) in a popular language, such as C++ or Java. One problem with this approach is that the complex details of using an API can quickly obscure the problem domain. For the purpose of understanding the likely use of processes and for ease of their application to a particular problem, it was decided that a language, pCG, and an interpreter for it be developed.
The primary motivation for pCG is to make available a concrete implementation of Guy Mineau's process mechanism [3] , [13] for empirical investigation of its strengths and weaknesses. A secondary motivation is to provide an easily extensible general-purpose language with CG processing functionality which makes the primary entities of interest in the domain (eg CGs, actors, and processes) first class values, and permits object-based, functional, and declarative programming styles, which is consistent with Mineau's idea for a CPE.
The pCG distribution is available on the web, 3 and is available under the Gnu Public Licence. The complete pCG solution to the Sisyphus-I problem described in this paper is also provided in the distribution, along with many other example programs. We consider pCG to be an experimental language and believe that feedback from the CG community will be useful at this point in time. A non-trivial application seems to be an effective means by which to accomplish this.
Design
CG tools such as [8] have been developed to support purely visual programming. We have taken the approach of acknowledging that traditional programming languages have a role to play. In short, CGs are used where knowledge representation is required, while traditional constructs are used where imperative or functional programming is most appropriate. Languages such as Perl (lists, foreach), Lisp (dynamic typing, lambda), Java (objects), and Prolog (assert, retract, pattern matching) have all influenced pCG. The choice of a new language is a deliberate one, to clearly state that something different is being represented, and to avoid confusing similarities with existing languages. Given that major new constructs are required (eg actor type definition, process statement) which will take the form of new syntax, and that significant new types must be introduced (eg concept, graph), an existing language would require significant extension. CG languages and platforms other than Synergy are considered in [3] . One drawback of creating a new language is that no pre-existing utility source code in that language exists, but since pCG has an extensible type system, utility code written in Java can be used.
Key Features
The pCG language is interpreted for rapid development. It is dynamically typed since values not variables determine type. pCG is lexically scoped since functions and 3 See http://www.adelaide.net.au/~dbenn/Masters/ for the archive and other information about pCG.
processes introduce a new lexical scope when invoked. pCG can also be characterised as an object-based language since its fundamental types have state and operations on that state. However, pCG does not support the creation of arbitrary object types within the language, but it is possible to easily add new types or modify existing ones using Java without change to the interpreter itself. All values in pCG are objects with associated attributes (eg length), operations (like methods in Java), and operators (eg +). For example, CG operations such as join and project are supported as operations on graph objects. Some attributes may appear on the left side of an assignment statement (eg myConcept.designator=2). All attributes may appear in expressions. Objects have a type attribute indicating the name of a value's type, and the is operator can be used for run-time type identification. Objects in pCG are garbage collected when they can longer be reached.
The pCG language is multi-paradigm, since apart from its object-based nature, pCG supports imperative (variables, assignment, operators, selection, iteration), functional (higher order functions, values, recursion), and declarative styles of programming. The latter is supported in the form of processes, since one specifies rules containing pre and post conditions representing knowledge. The details of testing preconditions against the KB, and the assertion/retraction of post-conditions in the KB are left to the process execution engine. Apart from the essential iteration and selection constructs found in any modern language, three control constructs are central to pCG: functions, actors, and processes. There is currently no provision for concurrent execution in pCG.
Actors Consider the following function and actor definitions in pCG:
function sqr(n,m) nVal = n.designator; if not (nVal is number) then exit "Input operand to " + me.name + " is not a number!"; end m.designator = nVal*nVal; // example of setting an attribute end actor SQR(x) is `[Num:*a'*x'][Num:*b'*y']<sqr?a|?b>`;
The actor defines a dataflow graph which contains a single actor node or executor. This executor is defined in terms of a pCG function, sqr, which takes a source and a sink concept as parameters. The sink concept's designator is mutated according to the square of the source concept's designator, which is first tested to ensure it is a number. In the actor definition, *a and *b are defining variables, ?a and ?b are bound variables for identifying concepts, while *x and *y are variables representing designator values. Such variables derive from the original actor notation of [17] .
One way to invoke this actor is to write: g = SQR(4) which results in a mutated copy of the defining graph being assigned to g thus: A point of departure in pCG's implementation of actors compared to [17] is that only the input parameter is specified in the actor definition's parameter list for the purpose of binding. The actor mechanism can otherwise determine the correct order in which to pass concepts to a particular executor, so long as the arcs are correctly ordered. Assuming the executor (a function or other dataflow graph) performs correctly, the returned mutated graph copy will have appropriately mutated sink concepts. The above invocation method is not useful when an actor appears in a process rule's precondition. An invocation graph may be constructed and the graph activated directly, for example: n = 4; mySqrGrStr = "[Num:*a " + n + "][Num:*b'*y']<sqr?a|?b>"; g = activate mySqrGrStr.toGraph();
Notice that no actor definition is required here. The graph is constructed as a string, the source concept's referent is bound in that string, and the string is converted to a graph which is then activated, returning the mutated graph copy. This is akin to actor invocation that occurs during process execution, except that the process engine implicitly activates precondition graphs containing actors. The process definition of section 4 contains no actors, but [3] gives an implementation of Mineau's iterative factorial process [13] which does use actors in preconditions.
Processes
An abstract process is defined in [13] as:
In pCG, the syntax for a process is:
A process has a name and a list of in and out parameters, followed optionally by a block of code for miscellaneous initialisation purposes, followed by a set of zero or more rules. Each rule consists of an arbitrary identifier, optionally followed by a list of one or more options for the rule, and a pre and post condition section. A precondition section consists of an optional action block and zero or more possibly negated graph expressions. A post-condition section consists of an optional action block and zero or more graphs (in contexts -see below) to be asserted or retracted.
A block consists of arbitrary pCG code. The intent of such blocks is to aid in the debugging of processes, to provide useful output during process execution, or to otherwise combine procedural and declarative programming styles. Such code may also be used to construct graphs which are subsequently used in precondition graph matching, or post-condition graph assertion or retraction. Only retraction of whole graphs from a KB, not partial graphs is possible in pCG.
Contexts with concept types PROPOSITION, ERASURE, and CONDITION are essentially used as a packaging mechanism for passing parameters to a process. PROPOSITION and ERASURE context types are also used in the body of postconditions to distinguish between assertions and retractions. An alternative to the latter is discussed in section 6. A precondition is an arbitrary graph expression. If preceded by a '~' character, the sense of the match for that graph is reversed.
An input parameter must be a context and have a type of PROPOSITION or CONDITION. The descriptor of a PROPOSITION context is asserted before process execution starts, the corresponding graph acting as a trigger which (along with other asserted graphs from the caller's KB) causes a suitable rule to fire. A CONDITION context's descriptor graph is added to the precondition list of the first rule of a process. Output parameters -contexts of type PROPOSITION or ERASURE -are appended to the post-condition list of the last rule. When this rule is reached, the specified graphs are asserted or retracted in the caller's KB.
When a process is invoked, the first rule is retrieved, and each graph of the rule's precondition is tested in turn. If one does not match, matching for that rule is discontinued and the next rule is retrieved. If no matching rule is found, the process terminates. If one is found, the post-conditions of the matched rule are retrieved. For each post-condition, its descriptor graph is either asserted or retracted -depending upon the type of its context -from the local KB, or the caller's KB if an export option (see section 4.3) is active. The process engine then starts again at the top of the ordered rule collection, and attempts to find a matching rule during the next cycle.
The projection operation is central to the matching algorithm of pCG's process execution engine, and the algorithm used by pCG is similar to that given in Theorem 3.5.4 of [17] except that relation type subsumption is also permitted. A match may be partial. A process invocation introduces a new KB scope. So, there are two run-time stacks in pCG: one for variables and another for KBs. There is one of each at the top-level for global code execution. KBs in pCG store concept and relation type hierarchies, and a set of graphs. The content of a process caller's KB is copied to the invoked process's KB. Look-up and, by default, assertion and retraction are confined to the KB which is topmost on the stack. The alternative is a proliferation of graphs in the caller's KB, meaningless outside of a given process, which would need to be retracted by some other means upon exit from that process.
A Sisyphus-I Solution in pCG
What follows is a detailed description of how the Sisyphus-I problem is represented and solved with a pCG program, the bulk of which consists of a process definition.
Assumptions and Interpretations
This section briefly documents assumptions made and interpretations of [9] for the purpose of problem representation and solution.
The criterion to be used for determining room centrality is unclear from [9] . The criterion used for the current solution is physical connection to room C5-118 (The Tower), implying that rooms C5-113 to C5-119 are central. An alternative interpretation is that any room which is near C5-119 could be considered to be central. For example, C5-120 could be argued to be central by virtue of physical proximity to C5-119. Another reasonable interpretation is given by [1] which suggests that C5-116, C5-117, and C5-119 are central. It is assumed that the black square on the room graphic in [9] corresponds to room C5-123.
In section 2.1.1 of [9] , "true" and "yes" are both used to indicate boolean true values. The problem representation converts all occurrences of "true" to yes".
Representing the Problem
All the information required to solve the problem is contained in section 2.1.1 of the HTML found at the URL of [9] . A Perl script was applied to the HTML to generate simple CGs each of which represents some aspect of each YQT member. One such graph set is shown below in CGIF: 4 The following graphs for Katharina N. apply to the first problem statement, with almost identical graphs for Christian I. in the second. It is inefficient to process many small graphs, so the graphs for each person are joined into a single graph by pCG code. These multi-relation graphs are then asserted into the top-level knowledge base (KB). As an example, Michael T's graphs are joined into the single graph shown below in LF and CGIF, respectively: The additional information above concerning Katharina N. ensures that her room allocation will have a higher priority than it would otherwise, which will become apparent in the discussion of process rules to come.
Information about the available rooms is next asserted in the top-level KB with large central rooms being C5-117 and C5-119, small central rooms being C5-113..116, and large non-central rooms being C5-120..123. 
toGraph(); end
The top-level KB now contains graphs representing information such as that there exists a large room whose location is central and whose vacancy count is 2, which corresponds to the first graph above. While the characteristic of largeness and the vacancy count may seem to be redundant information, the latter is used in the process of the next section to differentiate between full and partially tenanted large rooms.
The Rules
This section details a pCG process definition which yields a solution to the first and second statements of the Sisyphus-I problem. Action blocks are shown for the first rule, but omitted thereafter to save space. In each rule, the precondition action block prints a question that asks whether a particular kind of person needs to be allocated to a room. The post-condition action block calls functions which direct information to standard output and to a graphical room display regarding a room allocation if the rule of which it is a part fires.
The process definition that follows is punctuated with commentary regarding particular rules where deemed necessary. The process is dependent upon other user-defined functions. For the complete code listing see the pCG distribution.
The Sisyphus process is first named for invocation purposes, and in this case, no input or output parameters are passed to it, but [3] and [13] provide examples of their use. The first rule simply allocates any large central room to the head of department. The PROPOSITION context in the post-condition block directs pCG to assert its descriptor graph into the KB. The caller's KB is targeted rather than the local KB of the process by the export directive. Any modifications to the process's local KB will not affect the caller's KB, except when "option export" is applied to a post-condition graph, or when the final rule fires. The former applies here with the result that the selected post-condition graphs are asserted in the top-level KB.
The _MATCHES list contains each complete graph that was matched by the rule's precondition graphs via projection onto the graphs in the current KB. The list is created by the pCG interpreter during rule invocation. The getter functions in the action block are invoked to iterate over another special list, _KB.corefvars, which stores name-value pairs of concept designator variable bindings (such as *name and *roomLabel) from the matching operations. The only reason for invoking mkErasureGraph() is to yield an ERASURE context. 5 The fact that this is necessary at all suggests that the generic post..end syntax ought to be replaced by something more specific. See also section 6.
The next rule must come before allocateFirstSecretary, otherwise the latter will fire twice, yielding allocation into two different large rooms. The rule allocateFirstSecretary allocates one secretary to an empty large central room and decrements the vacancy count of that room by the retraction and assertion of room graphs. The allocateSecondSecretary rule looks for a large central room with one vacancy. Both secretaries are thus allocated to the same room, due to a particular rule sequencing. The third post-condition expression in allocateFirstSecretary could be replaced by "mkErasureGraph(_MATCHES [2] )" in order to erase the corresponding room graph, but the current code displays a symmetry between erasure of the old room graph and assertion of the new room graph. Rules for allocating first and second researcher pairs are similar to those for secretary allocation shown above. In a similar manner, allocateSecondResearcher must come before allocateFirstResearcher, otherwise the latter will fire twice, yielding allocation into two different large rooms, making the final 3 pairs of allocations (see actions 8, 9, and 10 in [9] ) impossible without a smoker/non-smoker conflict. This ordering is akin to a degenerate recursive step. The lesson here is that the more constrained rule should appear first. We allocate non-smoking researchers with this and the next rule, handling smokers later.
Once again, allocateSecondSmoker must precede allocateFirstSmoker, otherwise the latter will fire twice, yielding allocation into two different large rooms. Here we are trying to pair off smokers into large rooms. If we have an odd number of smokers or non-smokers, we may have no choice but to allocate smokers with nonsmokers, or to allocate a smoker to a single room.
The final catch-all rule is designed to cope with the Second Problem Statement (section 2.2 of [9] ). It simply says that any remaining researcher should be allocated to any remaining room. There should in fact be three rules: two to handle a large room in the manner above, and one to handle a single room (eg allocate{First, Second}RemainingResearcher, and allocateRemainingResearcher). It just so happens that we know from the problem statement that there is only one small room remaining by the time this rule applies, and that the process will terminate on the following cycle since no room or people graphs will be left in the local KB of the process. 
The Results
The pCG program described above is invoked via the following code: "Sisyphus()". The result of this invocation is text on the standard output and a window with a room graphic, both of which are updated during the course of the program run. 6 A sample of the text output is shown for the first problem statement below.
Asserting YQT member graphs. Asserting more information about certain YQT members. This takes approximately 10 seconds on a 550 MHz Pentium III Linux workstation.
Discussion
The key difference in the second problem statement is that Christian is allocated last after all higher priority constraints have been satisfied, whereas in the first problem statement Katharina is allocated much earlier, due to her higher status. This is reflected in the static rule orderings of the process. [9] suggests the general approach that should be followed, such as allocating the head of the YQT department, followed by secretaries, then heads of projects, then smokers, and other researchers. Examples of who should be allocated to which rooms are also given. The current solution departs from the one suggested in that smokers are allocated after all non-smoking researchers, which still produces the desired outcome. The rationale is that the non-smoking mandate is a high-priority constraint.
In a number of cases, two rules are required for correct allocation to large rooms that can hold two occupants. The ordering of these rules is important, as others have found (eg [1] , [5] ). For example, the allocateSecondResearcher rule looks for a large room in which there is already an occupant. The immediately following rule is allocateFirstResearcher which will fire first in the absence of such halftenanted rooms, assigning a non-smoking researcher and decrementing the room's vacancy count. Such rule pairs have already been noted. An earlier version of the program used an actor to obtain a decremented vacancy count in a rule's precondition block, which was utilised in a post-condition graph of that rule. Since the vacancy count is first 2 then 1, actors are overkill in this context, hence the current solution which simply retracts a room graph with a vacancy count of 2 and asserts an otherwise identical room graph with a vacancy count of 1. This is also faster since actor execution involves additional execution steps.
The final rule in the Sisyphus process (allocateRemainingResearcher) uses type subsumption on the Room concept. Concept and relation type hierarchies are declared before the process definition, but only two actually matter:
concept Room > SingleRoom; concept Room > LargeRoom;
This permits the final rule to ask for any room, rather than a single or large room. These types were inspired by [15] . An earlier version of the pCG program instead had a size relation in each room graph. While using a size concept such as [Size:
*dontCareHowBig] and an associated relation in precondition graphs works, having one less node in each room graph permits more efficient precondition matching, and a more elegant solution based upon type subsumption rather than referent specialisation.
As already mentioned, the program solves both problem statements, however no rule imposes a constraint which ensures that people on the same project are not allocated to the same room. The process works without such a constraint given the supplied ordering of YQT members in [9] , but if the order of graphs originally asserted in the KB were to change, this constraint could be violated. One approach is for graphs representing two different individuals to be compared in terms of the coworker or project relations, perhaps via a NotSame actor. However, identical precondition graphs in a single pCG rule will yield identical matches, for example: This suggests that process rules ought to employ backtracking, essentially treating the conjunction of precondition graphs as a goal, to ensure that different *proj1 and *proj2 combinations are tried. It is not currently possible in a single precondition block to find all combinations of graphs in the KB which match the graphs in that precondition. One can only do this in pCG via explicit iteration and projection over a KB's graphs. [14] and [15] also point to a possible solution in terms of the application of constraints. This problem requires further investigation.
Information that is not used in the current solution is the project, hacker, and coworker concepts and their associated relations. An interesting question is whether the current solution could be made more robust by making use of some or all of these relations. However, coworker information sometimes does not correspond to project membership as obtained from the information provided in [9] .
Conclusions and Future Work
We believe that pCG shows promise as a general CG language, and in particular as a means by which to explore Mineau's process mechanism, but improvements are of course possible. An operational solution to the Sisyphus-I room allocation problem was presented. The pCG language was used as the basis for this, and while successful in solving the problem, the attempt revealed shortcomings in both the solution and the language. The requirement that two researchers on the same project should not share an office might be solved by an application of constraints (eg [14] , [15] ), or by treating the conjunction of preconditions in a rule as a goal and employing backtracking if necessary. If such functionality were implemented in pCG, the language's problem solving power would be increased.
The generic post..end syntax in rules ought to be replaced by assert..end and retract..end, each of which would contain a sequence of simple graphs instead of ERASURE and PROPOSITION contexts. The content of _KB.corefvars could be made available to process action block code on the local stack frame of the executing code.
Where complex pre or post-condition graphs are required, a CG graph editor capable of generating CGIF can be used, and later read from a file for use in a process definition. Perhaps a graphical front end could be used to draw and generate complete process definitions.
The pCG language has the advantage of simplicity, and being interpreted, "compile" is removed from the edit-compile-run cycle, speeding up development of pCG programs. It is also extensible by the addition of Java code, as has been noted. However, it is not a refinement of a widely used existing language. 7 Given that the implementation of pCG cleanly separates the parser (around 500 lines of code) from the core interpreter, the source language for pCG could just as easily be Lisp, if so desired. Feedback from the CG community would be of benefit with respect to the usability of pCG.
Other future work relating specifically to pCG is detailed in [3] . Such work includes the reconciliation of the graph assertion and retraction mechanism with the rules of inference [17] , [18] , improvements to graph matching efficiency, implementation of the conformity relation, and the addition of further attributes and operations to pCG objects to make the intrinsic types more useful.
